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Abstract 

The lung is important organ of human body, the functioning of lung is to exchange exchanges the gas in and out 

from human body. The lifestyle modernization is badly impacting on human body, one of the leading cancer 

disease is spreading worldwide nowadays in lung cancer disease. These days the Lung cancer patients are 

increased widely in the world, the major cause of this disease is smoking and increase of air pollution. 

Correspondingly the medical fields are upgrading the infrastructure to detect the cancerous nodules in pulmonary 

region. However, the computer science is providing enormous solution with aid of technological ground. The 

current trends in Image process and Machine learning techniques are offering enormous solution for medical 

professionals to identify distinct types of cancer disease. This article is contemplating and exploring by employing 

Robust Computer Assisted Diagnosis (R-CAD) system, the proposed R-CAD system frameworks shapes the 

various stages through implementation of the model. The major steps involved in implementing R-CAD system 

are Pre-processing, Segmentation, Feature Extraction, and Classification. This paper exhibits the enhance 

segmentation technique to segment the ROI from CT images; secondly the feature extraction technique extracts 

the learnable feature values through GLCM, GLRM and LBP methods. Lastly the modified CNN model classifies 

the detected pulmonary nodules are benign or malignant. The performance measurement of proposed model is 

evaluated through Accuracy, Specificity and Sensitivity, and this R-CAD model is delivering the accuracy of 

92.9%.  

Keywords: Lung Cancer, Pre-processing, Feature Extraction, Segmentation, Classification, Image Processing, 

Machine Learning. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years the Lung Cancer became the major health diseases in human body. It is 

quite difficult to diagnose Lung Cancer in early stage of it, and later stage disease will increase 

risk of disease spreading in other organs of body. The early diagnosis of disease will help to 

doctors for offering correct treatment to the particular patients, there are numerous kinds of 

medical treatments are available such as surgery, Radiology, and Chemotherapy to control over 

spreading of cancer disease in human body. The early detection will not only control the disease 

it will save the life of patients, but the survival rate is also of 14% for the patients up to 5 years. 

Initially the cancer disease in lungs is developed in bronchial tree of lungs that is known as 

epithelium [1]. As per study cancer disease are detected after 55 years of human age but is also 

seen that there are few patients are also diagnosed with cancer disease after age of 45 years.  

In current technological era image processing and machine learning techniques are providing 

robust solution for analyzing the stage of disease using CT Images and MRI. Correspondingly, 

the lung cancer disease is detected by employing the CAD system with the help computer based 

algorithm. The powerful tools of image processing are applied enhanced the quality of input 

image and using Segmentation algorithm it is possible to segment the suspicious region CT 
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images. The machine learning algorithm is applicable to train the system to detect the nodules 

in CT image automatically and classify that the detected nodule is cancerous or non-cancerous 

[2] [3].   

The proposed R-CAD prototype is developed to provide robust solution for detection of 

pulmonary nodule and classifying the nodule as benign or malignant. This work improves the 

accuracy for classification nodules in CT images. The proposed R-CAD model is using CT 

images as input for pulmonary nodule detection in Lung Cancer [4] [5]. 

It is very challenging for medical professionals to detect the cancer nodules which are smaller 

in size in input CT images [5] [6]. The foremost objective of this study is to improve the accuracy 

in classification of Lung Cancer Diagnosis. The proposed model is employing the improved 

algorithm for preprocessing to improve the quality of input CT images, the second algorithm is 

employing the novel Segmentation algorithm to separate the Region of Interest (ROI), and 

segmented from ROI measurable feature are extracted, and those features are provided as input 

for the stage of classification to classify the nodules as benign or malignant.    

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Ahmed Elnakib et al. (2019) [6], this authors of this article proposes a model nodules detection 

in pulmonary region this work uses (LDCT) CT images as input, the major stages in this models 

are employing pre-processing which helps to improve CT images, in second step applied transfer 

learning is utilize to extract features thru deep learning from low dose CT images, in third step 

the Genetic Algorithm is applied to categorized the most related cancerous nodules from training 

subset of extracted features dataset, at last is fourth step the classification is performed using 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) for detecting cancerous pulmonary nodules, this proposed 

system has achieved the 92.5% of Accuracy, 90% Sensitivity, 95% Specificity using online 

public lung image database of ELCAP project. In proposed system applying genetic algorithm 

by deep learning will create more complexity and processing time requires more, and during the 

stage of classification SVM algorithm incompatible with noisy dataset, target classes are 

overlapping, moreover raising the features in dataset will impact on performance of SVM. 

Allison et al. (2017) [7], The proposed work is implemented using manifold preprocessing 

method and deep learning algorithm to detect the cancer nodules in CT images, the objective of 

this proposed work is to enhance the accuracy for diagnosis of disease [8-10]. This model is 

unique in comparison with other model; in this work researchers are using two networks to 

training purpose. Firstly the input images are goes under the preprocessing stage, for 

preprocessing Gaussian filter is applied to improve the quality of input data. These preprocessed 

input images are used as input for CNN classification model. The highest accuracy attained by 

this model is 97.5%, the limitation of this model is the size of input dataset, and consistency in 

classifying benign nodules is poor.     

Hanan M. et al (2018) [11], the authors of this paper are proposing a CAD model to detect the 

pulmonary nodules from CT images, the this model implemented in four steps. The first steps 

are of preprocessing, which enhance the quality of input CT images under this process the image 
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contrast is improved and various noises are removed. The second steps applying morphological 

operation to separate the blood vessels and pulmonary nodules using double-fold thresholding 

techniques. The third steps is of feature extraction through fusion technique which extracts the 

HOG Histogram-of-oriented gradients feature, VH value Histogram features, First and second 

order of statistical features and GLCM Grey Level co-occurrence of Matrix centered on 

wavelength coefficient. The final step is of classification where three distinct type of classifier 

namely as (MFNN) Multi_layer_feed_forward neural-network, Radial_basis_function neural-

network (RBNN) and SVM Support-Vector Machine. The performance of this proposed model 

is measures based on the evaluation metrics such as CAR Classification Accuracy, SP-

Specificity, and SN-Sensitivity. The final obtained results are CAR=99.06%, SP=99.2%, 

SN=100%. This model uses 40 CT images for testing the robustness of this model which is 

comparably very less.     

 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 

The proposed model of robust computer assisted diagnosis system R-CAD has demonstrated in 

Figure 1, The key steps involved in R-CAD system are 1. Preprocessing, 2. Segmentation, 3. 

Feature Extraction, and 4. Classification. The contribution in proposed work is implementing 

the enhanced algorithm in distinct stage of this model.  

a) Pre-processing 

In the initial stage of preprocessing this model removes the noises from input CT images; the 

input CT images are applied from LIDC-IDRI dataset [12]. Image enhancement is applying 

various methods to remove the noise from CT images and improves the quality of images, the 

diverse types of spatial and frequency domain filters are used in image smoothing, preprocessing 

is applying filtering technique using median filter, the purpose of to use median filter to remove 

the noise from input CT images. Median filter are mainly applicable to remove the speckle noise 

similarly it remove the salt and pepper noise from input image, median filter are edge preserving 

[13]. 

The functioning of median filter is demonstrated as shown below: for processing the input image 

under preprocessing technique median filter is applied, sample the values of odd number are 

ranked. It is consider that the length signal is to be finite, the range of samples are X (0) to X (L-

1).  

The window length for median filter is N=2k+1,  

Y (n) = med[X (n - k)... X (n)... X (n + k)]                          (1) 

Histogram Equalization 

Histogram equalization technique is computer-based image processing technique which is used 

to improve the contrast in image; histogram equalization is the technique which alters image 

intensities to improve the contrast. Pixel intensities ranging from 0 to L − 1. L is the number of 

possible intensity values, often 256 [14]. 
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Figure 1: The proposed R-CAD model for pulmonary nodule detection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. PREPARE YOUR PAPER BEFORE STYLING 

b) Segmentation 

The segmentation is the most crucial phase in this work, though it is challenging to recognize 

the suspected region in the CT image, the suspected region indicates the presence of cancer 
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nodule in pulmonary region [15]. This research model pioneered the enhanced Level set 

segmentation method to segment the region of interest (ROI). The enhanced Level set algorithm 

identifies moving curve velocities and curvature of suspicious regions in CT image [16]. Initially 

the level is set as zero in all three directions in plane i.e ɸ (x, y, z) = 0. The external energy is 

computed for curvature moving velocity in equation (2). 

     )5(*5.0*,   KMFMvuo              (2) 

The boundary of distinct region is separated with help of Heaviside function; the further stage 

will compute the length and area for suspected region using conventional statistical computation 

method. In this way the segmentation step will separate the suspicious region is shown in Figure 

(2). 

Figure 2: Input CT images and Segmented ROI in input image 

Input CT Image from LIDC-

IDRI Dataset 

Segmented Image after applying 

Enhanced Segmentation Method 

  

  

 

c) Feature Extraction 

The Feature Extraction is a step where the learnable input values are collected from ROI; these 

learnable values are applied to classification stage. The leading extracted features are Grey-level 

co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), Grey-Level Run Length Matrix and LBP segmentation is the 

most crucial phase in this work, though it is challenging to recognize the suspected region in the 

CT image, the suspected region indicates the presence of cancer nodule in pulmonary region. 
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This research model is extracting the GLCM, GLRM, and LBP features and these features are 

computed the using distinct equations of it. 

 GLCM 

The GLCM features are the texture features which calculate the features such as Contrast, 

Homogeneity, Energy, dissimilarity, Mean, ASM, GLCM_Std, GLCM_Max, Skewness, 

Entropy, and Kurtosis [17]. The mathematical equations of GLCM features are shown in Table 

1.   

 GLRM 

The GLRM is measuring the pixels intensity value in certain defined angle from the given source 

of point. The GLRM measures the SREmpasis, LREmphasis, GreyLN, GreyLNN, RunLN, 

RunLNN, RunP, LowGLRE, HighGLRE [18] [19]. The mathematical equation of GLRM 

features are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1: GLCM Features Equation 
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Table 2: GLRM Feature Equation 

 

 LBP 

The texture features are measured using LBP in image, these LBP features values are having 

two crucial properties, which are spatial patterns and contrast value, The computational 

procedure of LBP is straightforward, and it consist of better learnable values [20]. However, the 

pixel values in LBP are labeled in the form numerical values. For computing these labeled values 

the neighboring pixel values are used in computation. The middle pixel-value of image is most 

significant role in entire process of computation. 

d) Classification 

The proposed R-CAD system is employing modified M-CNN model, the two similar set of M-

CNN modified layers are merged [21], and the proposed CNN model is overcome on the distinct 

challenges of it to deliver sustainable performance result in this work [22]. The kernel size of 

proposed CNN model is 3X3 with kernel size is 32, 32, and 64 are connected fully as 

demonstrated in Figure 3. In this model MAX-pooling and ReLU activation function are 

employed to stimulate the neurons in network, these activation functions are optimizing the 

feature value which are extracted from learnable feature function finally for concluding the 

classification result this model applies the soft-max function. The proposed R-CAD system 

trained the modified CNN using LIDC-IDRI dataset and delivers the final result as detected 

nodules are benign or malignant. 
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Figure 3: Proposed Modified M-CNN classification model 

 

The equation (3) exemplifies the feature mapping function proposed modified M-CNN 

classification model in R-CAD system  

s
k

s
rp

Ts
k

s
qrp BJWR  ,,,                  (3) 

The 
s
kB is define as biased in CNN and 

s
kW  is defined as weight in CNN, sequentially the weight 

optimization in M-CNN model is established using novel CSO method for tunning the weight 

in CNN classification model during the training the proposed CNN model. 

 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance measurement of proposed model is analyzed based on standard measurement 

metrics such as Accuracy, Specificity, and Sensitivity. The results of proposed R-CAD system 

are computed using performance metrics and compared with existing classification model such 

as DBN [23], SVM [24] and conventional CNN [25] model. 

The Table 3 demonstrates the comparative result analysis of proposed R-CAD model with DBN, 

SVM, and CNN classification model. From the obtained performance measurement analysis it 

clearly understands that the proposed R-CAD system is superior in terms of all measuring 

metrics such as Accuracy, Specificity, and Sensitivity. The highest accuracy achieved of 

proposed R-CAD system is 92.90%. 

Table 3: Performance Measurement analysis by evaluating Accuracy, Specificity, and 

Sensitivity 

Classification Model 
Measurement Metrics 

Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 

DBN 87.89% 85.82% 88.21% 

SVM 88.71% 86.75% 89.10% 

CNN 89.45% 87.97% 89.04% 

Proposed R-CAD System 92.90% 96.22% 91.9% 
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The result analysis of proposed model is shown in graphical representation of Figure 4, the result 

inference presumes that the proposed model attains the far superior accuracy of 91.9% for 

detecting the nodules in pulmonary region. 

Figure 4: Graphical Analysis of proposed R-CAD system with DBN, SVM, and CNN 

 

However, the specificity of proposed model is extremely outstanding as compared to DBN, 

SVM, and CNN which is 96.22%. And ultimately the sensitivity of comparably more prominent 

than prevailing model. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The Lung Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in worldwide; the accessible medical 

examining techniques are striving hard for detecting the cancer disease in early stage of it in the 

patients. Providing constructive technical solution with aid of computer based system the 

previous model are implemented in Nodule detection in pulmonary region, however this 

proposed R-CAD system affording one of the best solution to detect cancerous nodules applying 

Image Processing and Machine Learning techniques using CT images. In this proposed model 

R-CAD system employed in major four stages, firstly preprocessing which improve the quality 

of input CT images by applying improved contrast enhancement techniques. Secondly, the 

second step is Segmentation which segmenting the suspected region, which is known as ROI, in 

third stage of Feature Extraction learnable feature value are extracted using distinct texture 

feature (GLCM, GLRM, and LBP). The final step in this work is of classification in which 

Modified M-CNN using improved weight optimization algorithm is employed to detect the 

pulmonary nodule in CT images of LIDC-IDRI dataset. The proposed R-CAD model achieved 

the superior Accuracy of 92.9%, Sensitivity of 91.9% and Specificity of 96.22% which are 

comparably improved results in contrast with prevailing DBN, SVM, and CNN classification 

model.   
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